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Millions of Americans enjoy camping in state parks every year. This book is designed to make

finding RV-friendly state parks easier. The book contains information on more than 1,730 state

parks, forests, and recreation areas in 49 states that offer accommodations for RVers. RV Camping

in State Parks provides a map and park locator chart for each state, an overview of each stateâ€™s

park system, information about reservations and fees, plus contact information with phone number

and web addresses. The details for each park include location, directions, GPS coordinates, and

contact information. Also provided is the number and type of hookups, season of operation, RV

length limit, and availability of showers, dump station, Wi-Fi, and more.
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Although the reviews told me this book didn't have much detail, it was even skimpier than I had

expected. It does at least list the state parks that have specific RV sites and shows them on a

rudimentary map, but other than that, there's not much information. The state park websites I've

checked are much more helpful. If you know what state you want to visit, skip this book and just go

to their parks website.

I have just purchased a motor home and am ready to go on the road. In years past, I've been to

many national parks; now I want to focus on state parks. This guide looks to be a good starting point

for me. Each state has a map with the park locations shown. There is a brief overview about that

state's parks and general information and rules. State park government address, phone number,

and Web site are given. Next is a listing of all parks with map coordinates. Finally, each park is



listed with address, phone number, and general directions. Amenities are next, followed by GPS

coordinates. This will be perfect to help with my daily and weekly planning as I visit from park to

park.

This book gives a state by state listing of all the US state parks. It then gives basic info on each

park. It's a great reference tool to plan trips and explore further using the Internet. I took off one star

only because I see room for improvement.

This book gives an incredibly basic list of each state park...in a state-by-state format.It gives you the

park name, the address, the phone number, whether RV/tent/electric/water/dump are available, and

a really brief, (like one line) description of amenities - such as "hiking, canoe rental, and

fishing".That's it...no campground maps...no insights as to private/good sites to request...no nearby

points of interest...just a list of parks and most basic information.I suppose it would be helpful to look

at the state map and to identify the parks in "western state X" that you might want to visit...and then

to do more extensive research on your phone or on your CPU, but that's about all this book is good

for, in my opinion.Maybe if you don't own a smartphone, had humble expectations, and just wanted

to use the book to pull into ANY nearby state park with a water hook-up and fishing?Not quite what I

had hoped for...

I've been looking for a single source for state park camping. I wish that there was a bit more

information about the facilities at each park but I can find that information on line. Having a single

book with all of the parks is really worth having.

The book is okay, it gives the basic information such as: Where it is located, number of sites, dump,

electric, water etc. You will need other references, (books, internet) if you need more information.

Certainly worth the price and a Great book for basic planning,Not all the details you can find on line,

but faster and easier to use if you actually are on the road inthe middle of nowhere driving along

with lousy internet.We use it mostly for pre trip planning and then go to a variety of web sites for the

details.

Very little information on campgrounds, basically name, address, and phone #.
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